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Abstract. This paper proposes that as model based systems engineering begins to play a larger
role in system development it could also be utilized in estimating systems effort, making model
based systems engineering even more valuable to system engineering. This paper extends the
Use Case Points (UCP) estimating approach used by some software engineers, to SysML for
estimating the systems engineering effort. The paper reviews current practices in software
engineering and systems engineering. It also reviews the literature that encourages the notion of
a UCP for Systems Engineering (UCPSE) which uses UCP with SysML to estimate system
effort as a viable and valuable method to the systems engineering community.

Introduction
The Object Management Group’s Systems Modeling Language (OMG SysMLTM) is a generalpurpose graphical modeling language for specifying, analyzing, designing, and verifying
complex systems [OMG 2009]. In late 2009 the OMG issued a Request for Information (RFI),
via an online survey. One significant finding from the survey was that a promising 91% of
respondents were considering, planning or currently implementing SysML into their organization
[Cloutier 2009]. It was observed though, from the survey results that many respondents and/or
their organizations have not fully explored the benefits of adopting SysML into their
organizations.
Since SysML is an extension (profile) of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), it is worth
exploring many of the benefits the software engineering community has realized from UML
[Dzidek 2008]. It is hoped that these benefits can be extended to systems engineering and the use
of SysML. The purpose of this research is to focus on the use of SysML to improve the systems
engineering estimating practice. The main research question “Can systems modeling approaches
be utilized to create an estimate of systems engineering effort for a given project?” is proposed
to possibly uncover one of the benefits of Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) (such as
SysML). Specifically, the research will investigate the use of Use Case Points (UCP), similar to
current software effort estimation approaches that are based on Karner’s [1993] UCP approach
using UML.

Topic Significance to System Engineering
The ability to design and build systems, especially complex systems, with a higher program
success rate is a goal of both commercial and military industries [Ward 2010]. This research, if
successful, would develop a method for using Use Cases developed with SysML to estimate the
systems effort like the software industry utilizes UML effort estimation techniques, such as Use
Case Points [Karner 1993]. The ability to accurately and precisely estimate the systems effort on
a project is of extreme importance to the success of the overall project [Elm 2008]. Valerdi
[2005] also noticed that accurate and precise effort estimation was of importance and sets out to
answer how much systems effort is required for successful large-scale system projects in his
dissertation.
Valerdi [2005] went on to develop one validated system engineering effort
estimation technique, Constructive Systems Engineering Cost Model (COSYSMO), to answer
that question. COSYSMO has been further studied since 2005 [Valerdi 2007] and recently a
revised model, COSYSMO 2 [Fortune 2009], was developed. It is worth noting that,
COSYSMO is based on Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO), a functional point (FP) software
effort estimation technique [Valerdi 2005]. The significance of the research proposed in this
manuscript will be to identify a new approach to systems estimation that is based on the models
developed during the early concept engineering and proposal phases of the project. This would
represent a breakthrough in systems effort estimation that is directly derived from the systems
engineering effort being performed. It is believed that this method could then be automated, and
could be updated directly from the SysML models at any time. Ultimately, this would provide
the systems engineering community with another cost estimation tool to better refine estimates.
Another key benefit of this research would be the ability to provide systems engineering
estimates of effort earlier in the project and with more accuracy than current methods if the
results are similar to those found with software implementation of UCP [Carroll 2005].

Review of Current Practices
The review will be broken into three distinct areas: 1) Current System Effort Estimation
Techniques; 2) UML Use Case Point Method; and 3) System Effort Estimation with SysML.
These three areas combined cover the research topic at hand.

Current System Effort Estimation Techniques
The review of available system effort estimation techniques are few and thus emphasize the need
for more research into the area. The majority of current system effort estimation literature is
focused on COSYSMO, which began development in 2001 [Valerdi 2005]. Since that time
Valerdi and others have published many articles on COSYSMO which summarizes the effort
that has gone into the continuous refinement of COSYSMO. The research regarding COSYSMO
is important to this research as it has uncovered many attributes needed for a successful system
effort estimation model through lessons learned [Valerdi 2007].
The parallel between
COSYSMO being developed from the software cost estimation tool COCOMO [Valerdi 2005]
and the goal of this research to develop an effort estimation technique from the software
estimation method Use Case Points (UCP) is notable. The success of COSYSMO only
encourages this research topic and provides evidence that a useful effort estimate model for

systems can transpire from a software cost estimation tool like COCOMO [Lane 2009].

UML Use Case Point Method
The Use Case Point (UCP) Method origins are credited to Karner [1993]. Since its conception in
1993 UCP has been studied and updates to the method have been published (see Figure 1). The
most current UCP method, which does not even appear on Figure 1, and the one that will be used
for reference in this research is UCP 3.0 [Frohnoff 2009]. The UCP 3.0 method has been selected
for reference in this research as it has been shown, via calculation comparisons, to be a more
accurate and precise method than UCP 2.0 [Heltewig 2008]. Much of the published research
into the advancement of UCP has come from Capgemini sd&m AG, a consulting firm, in
Germany [Capgemini 2009].

Figure 1 Evolution of Functional Size Measurement (FSM) Methods. [Heltewig 2008]
The evolution of UCP from its birth by Karner [1993] to its current state [Frohnoff 2009] will be
of great importance to this research. The lessons that have been learned from the advancement
of UCP will need to studied and understood for this research to be successful. The method
developed in this research will be molded from the current UCP 3.0 [Frohnoff 2009] but past
experiences and lessons noted from what the software community’s development of UCP to
UCP 3.0 will also play a significant role in developing the modified UCP method for systems
engineering.
There are other variations of UCP. One such variation is the extended UCP (e-UCP) model
[Periyasamy 2009]. This variation of Karners original model adds a detailed narrative of each
use case and therefore uses a different set of calculations for the unadjusted UCP (UUCP) value.
The current research into e-UCP has only been applied to work performed by graduate students
and has not been applied to industry. To understand the pros and cons of this variation of UCP is
also of interest to this research as it may shed light onto an improvement of the original UCP
method.

Through the literature review UCP is well known but does not appear to be well utilized in
industry. Vijay [2005] expresses that UCP has not became popular, although that was five years
ago and some research has still gone into the effort of improving and studying UCP. Research
has shown that UCP, if applied correctly, can be an acceptable method of estimating software
effort [Barbosa da Silvia 2008][Heltewig 2008][Carroll 2005]. Further research should be
conducted on why UCP has not been widely adapted in the software community. The reasons
behind this lack of acceptance could hold key information needed by the research proposed in
this paper.
Some of the reasons behind the lack of adoption of UCP have been hypothesized to be due to the
fact that Use Cases, while widely utilized, are not consistently developed and therefore cause the
UCP method to be less effective than other methods [Smith 1999]. Smith [1999] also goes on to
describe other problems with the UCP method. Although the paper is dated 1999 the problems
listed appear in other more current articles [Vinsen 2004]. It should be noted that many of the
articles that discuss the issues with the UCP method appear to still be referencing Smith’s 1999
paper and Karner’s original UCP method. Most of the current UCP literature reviewed appears
to be unaware of the newer versions of UCP such as UCP 3.0 [Frohnoff 2009]. Therefore this
research needs to understand if the issues behind the lack of acceptance of UCP may be lessened
by the recent updates made to the UCP methods (see Figure 1).

System Effort Estimation with SysML
SysML is fairly new to Systems Engineering, having version 0.9 released only in early 2005 and
then version 1.0 released in late 2005. The 1.0 version was then updated in late 2008 to version
1.1, which is the current version to date (see Figure 2). The research regarding SysML has been
limited in the five years since the release of SysML, with only 15 results found in the INCOSE iPub depository when “SysML” is used as the key word search. While a Google Scholar search
finds many articles regarding SysML many of these are in regards to how SysML can be applied
to systems and do not focus on why (benefits) SysML should be applied. Although one paper
of interest to this research, by Soares [2008] describes a model driven approach to requirements
engineering based on SysML Requirements and Use Case Diagrams. In his paper Soares [2008]
discusses his perceived advantages with the method, using SysML, he puts forth but no data or
references are provided to back up his opinions of those benefits. In his conclusion Soares
[2008] only discusses future research regarding relationships between SysML Requirements
diagram, Use Case Diagrams and other UML and SysML models the authors do not mention
research to explicitly define the benefits of such diagrams. The research proposed here is
complementary to the Soares’ [2008] research. While Soares falls short of explicitly defining the
benefits of SysML, Dzidek [2008] has proven the benefits of using UML through an empirical
study. These findings by Dzidek [2008] are promising since SysML was birthed from UML; the
hope is that the same or similar benefits to Systems Engineering can be achieved through
SysML.
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Figure 2 SysML Evolution
One doctoral dissertation [Adekile 2008] promised to have defined a SysML Point methodology
to estimate effort the use of SysML in the methodology, but on further review, the work is UML
centric. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. Even though Adekile’s [2008] research does
not deliver on the promise set by the abstract it is still complementary to the research proposed in
this paper.
The literature review has not uncovered published research that answers the proposed research
question posed earlier in this paper. At least one SysML tool, Sparx Enterprise Architect (EA)
has a function that allows one to perform effort estimation through Use Case Metrics [Enterprise
2009]. From the Enterprise Architect User Guide [2009] it is not clear what the effort estimation
is based on or what the assumptions are so further investigation needs to be done. Grecki [2008]
has a brief paragraph on how they used Sparx EA to estimate effort of both hardware and
software. This brief paragraph along with the figure that displays all the factors one must define
to make such estimates only encourages the proposed research topic, as Grecki [2008] explains
the current method must be “tuned to obtain results close to reality”, which is a future goal of
this research. Additionally, Price Systems, a software cost estimating company, has incorporated
UCP in their software.

Overview of the UCP Approach
The approach being taken is to first model the UCP in Microsoft Excel. Reed [2001] provided a
good description for this model. The UCP approach requires a number of inputs, which include
model information – Actor and Use Cases, System Technical Factors, and information regarding
project team experience. Figures 3-5 represent potential input screens.

Figure 3: System Model Inputs

Figure 4: System Technical
Factors

Figure 5: Project Participants Input
After a number of calculations, the output for the UCP approach might provide the following
information (figure 6).

Figure 6: UCP Output
This is the starting point for this research. However, the approach needs to be expanded to take
into account many of the tasks and responsibilities that fall into the realm of systems engineering
to evolve this into a viable estimation tool. For instance, the effort required for the “ilities” must
be added to the approach. Additionally, the assumptions for software effort – 20 hours/UCP for
instance (figure 6) must be revisited. While that may be good for software, is it a valid number
for systems engineering? Are there other technical factors that need to be taken into
consideration?

Conclusion
The review of current practices has been very encouraging to the research proposed in this paper.
The research topic has not currently been directly addressed and the key factors; system effort
estimation and UCP have been dissertation topics within the last five [Valerdi 2005] and one
year [Frohnoff 2009] respectively. The review of current practices in software engineering
using UML has also shown encouragement that a Use Case Point Method utilizing SysML is
possible and could be developed based on current UML UCP, SysML, and COSYSMO research
and methods. As the research progresses, the intention is to work with the creators of
COSYSMO to validate this approach, and to work toward an integration of the two approaches
to provides a more tangible input to COSYSMO, using UCPSE.
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